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FINAL REPORT

1. a. /i/ Contract Number: 1575/R2/RB.

/ii/ Title of Project: Investigation of the

applicability of solid state detectors

for the determination of reactor fuel

burn-up ; development .and malting of a

jumping spark counter.

/iii/ Institute where research has'been carried out;

Institute of Experimental Physics,

Ko s s util University, H-4001 Debrecen,Pf .105 .

Hungary.

/iv/ Chief scientific investigator:

Professor Dr.J.Csikai

/v/ Time period covered:

1 April 1978 .- 31 March 1979.

1. b.-c,-d. Description of research carried out.-

Results obtained.- Conclusions drawn

/i/ We have constructed a jumping spark counter

/JSC/ for the Agency. Its optimum working

parameters have been determined, and it was

found that a unambiguous correlation exists

between track density and spark number. As

we have already mentioned, the best solution

would be if one of your1, colleagues came to

our Institute to work on it for about a week

and then he could take it with him.
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/ii/ Measurements have been performed /at the

Central Research Institute of Physics,

Budapest/ on a burn-up fuel element assembly

for the determination of the longitudinal

distribution, at five points, using natural

uranium and thorium converters. The relative

track numbers are: 0.6, 0.8, 1, 0.8, and

0.7 /iO.2/ at distances measured from the

centre of the assembly/: -27, -13»4, 0, 13-6

and 27 cm, respectively.

/iii/ We have investigated the influence of the

variation of the Maxwell-temperature of

neutrons from spontaneous fission on the

n f
noc p "3Q

average cross section ratio U ~/ U.
Measurements have been performed on the
average cross section of several fissioning

252nuclei, using a Cf source. As the spectrum
235of neutrons from the thermal fission of U

is well known, we calculated with this spectrum

the ratio of average cross sections. The cross
p oir p oo

section ratio U/ U decreases monotonically

with increasing temperature. So, the distinction

between the neutrons from the spontaneous

fission of U and Pu does not seem.hopeless.

This needs, however, further experimental and

evaluation work; the main problem is caused

by the fact the spectra from spontaneous

fission are not known satisfactorily. Therefore

in this case the experimental way should be

chosen, i.e. to determine the ratios mentioned

above, for a given type of fuel element, at

different burn-up levels.

According to our earlier calculations, and

using Mr.Dragnev's data /p:l64 in: 4th

Symposium COMECON, Karlovy Vary, 28 March -
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14 April, /1977/ Vol. 3./ it turns out that

the neutron yield from the spontaneous fission
238of U does not change essentially,at practical

burn-up levels, and its absolute value can be

neglected as compared to the neutrons from

transuranium elements over a burn~up level of

5.000 MWd/t. Therefore, the change in the fission
235 238

cross section ratio ^ U / ^ U is a result of the

increase of transuranium elements. This measurement

should be performed under open-air /scattering

free/ conditions, or the detectors should be

placed into the centre of the casette. If these

are not possible, then the sensitivity of the method
252decreases; for the J Cf spectrum, having performed

the measurement in open air and in water moderator,

respectively, the contribution to the fission caused

by fast neutrons decreased approximately by an

order of magnitude as compared to that caused by

thermal neutrons.

The main advantage of the —jrra— /T/ - spectrum

method would be, that it is a relative measurement,

which is - in good approximation - independent of

the geometrical circumstances. The investigation of

the time dependence of the ratio _ 3U /T/ could lead
238

to further informations on the follow-up of the

burn-up level. All these, however» exceed our

technical capacities. The increase of transuranium

elements disturb the unambiguous correlation.

/iv/ A method was adapted for the determination of

uranium in powdered solid samples. The standard

powders consisting of different concentrations of

homogeneously distributed uranium in various matrices

were pressured to discs, contacted with Makrofol KG

foils and irradiated by Cf-252 neutrons. To the
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measured points /sparks/area/ irradiation
time vs. concentration/ a line was fitted by
the least-squares method and the concentrations
of unknown samples from Morocco and Pecs /Hungary/
were calculated. The reproducibility//including to
reproducibility of counting, variations in the
foil thickness, neutron fluence/ was 3-6 %, rmt
the 95 % confidency intervals for the calculated
concentrations were between 3-10 %. Irradiations
with D+D and D+T neutrons have also been made to
show that the samples do riot contain thorium.

/v/ As a continuation of previous work on natural U,
237

Th and Mp, the angular distribution of fission
23Qfragments of Pu have been measured by means, of

polycarbonate solid state nuclear track detectors,
l fis s:
W/0 0/

252using a Of neutron source. The integrated fission

cross section, the anisotropy parameter R= —- ,

2 W/99°/
the Z /A values as well as the Legendre coefficientsa and a^ are:

07n,f/ .- 1804 mb; R=1.10; Z2/A=36.97;

aQ=138.73 ± 1.81; ag= 14.II
 ± 3-04

/vi/ It should be mentioned here that a previous Final
Report on 1575/R1/RB contains detailed information
and references on the research work performed in
the first stage of the Project.
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f./ Expenditures of Agency funds

Model 459 Detector Bias Supply US $

Model 472A Spectroscopy Amplifier

Detector Bias Cable

Preamplifier Power Cable

Preamplifier Signal Output cable

/Purchase Order RC/1575/136/: US $

545
775
at

at
at

1.320

.00

.00

cost

cost

cost

.00
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\

'» ASR 33 Teletype with Motor Control,

Cable and Stepdovra Transformer 1.705.00

Digital Cassette Recorder with Cable,

Test Cassette and 1 blank Cassette 544*00

Package of 10 Digital Casettes 110.00

/Purchase Order RC/1575/137/: US # 2.359.00

Metal foils AS 31.493.65

/Purchase Order RC/1575/676/
237^'Up samples

/P.O.RC/1575/675/ US # 630.00

MAKROFOL detector foils

/P.O.RC/1575/SP. 1234/ DM 238.30

3M3/HaJ/Tl/-Crystal 3"0x3" and

Tube Base /Preamplifier

/P.O.RC/1575/249/ US $ 1.398.20

We are greatly indebted to the Agency for

supporting our research work.

Debrecen, 18 April 1979

•jû -V Prof. Dr.J.Csikai /


